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In my personal life I have 
to admit I spend a lot of time 
following many stories on Social 
Media and web sites.  At any given 
time I see conservative, liberal, 
tea party posts that have a vast 
range of sayings and thoughts.  As 
you look through many comments 
and view what each has to say you 
can certainly gain an appreciation 
of how effective Social Media is in 
today’s world and what more can 
be done.

As an officer of this local I talk 
with different members who have 
issues and need guidance.  I should 
be held accountable for my actions 
and members have the right, at 
any time to let me know what 
they think and what they would 
like see happen.  When situations 
arise members should have the 

expectations that they can call 
my phone or any steward or 
chief stewards phone and receive 
assistance. I believe that is what 
you elected me to do is serve this 
membership, a responsibility I take 
seriously and require my stewards 
network to take seriously as well.

At one level or another I hear 
about the many issues that affect 
our membership and I welcome 
that feedback. The bigger question 
is: Do you do that to the politicians 
that run our government?  There 
really is no difference between 
bringing up a job related issues 
with a steward and bringing up a 
political issues with your elected 
representatives. In many ways 
their decisions will have a bigger 
impact on your life, than what I can 
do as your Union representative, 
yet far too many of us choose to 
remain complacent or adopt the 
attitude that my opinion or my 
vote doesn’t matter.

We can talk about how bad or 
dysfunctional our government is 
but until we hold them accountable 
all we are doing is talking.  Should 
your representatives not be held 
accountable for decisions they 
make in shaping our country? 
Should they get the easy way 
out and only have to worry about 
getting votes every time an election 
cycle is up? For us to remain in 
silence does nothing but make us 
accomplices in the continuation of 
bad Government. Should we let 
highly compensated politicians off 
the hook this easy? Let me assure 
you they look at your silence as 
approval for the actions they are 
taking. 

The power we have as being Union 
members speaking in collective 
action; is the same power we could 
have if we held our politicians 
accountable.  They are only people 

like you and me elected by us to 
vote how we feel.  Just because 
someone is a Democrat doesn’t 
mean they can’t vote in support of 
Gun Rights, Just because someone 
is Republican doesn’t mean they 
will not vote in support of Labor 
Unions.  

We cannot become a generation 
that allows money to control 
politician’s votes, we certainly 
cannot compete with the Lobbyist 
of big business and their money but 
we can beat them with manpower 
and collective action.  That is 
biggest tool Organized Labor has 
used in its history to gain relevancy 
and power to build this Country’s 
middle class. 

What can we do to start changing 
it?  Call them, Write them.  VOTE!  
These are 3 very simple things that 
everyone can do regardless of what 
party you vote for.  It’s all about 
actions.  Just because your elected 
official isn’t from the party you 
belong to doesn’t mean that your 
phone call or letter can’t change 
their mind. In fact in some cases 
just the opposite.

I believe many of us are becoming 
less active in politics because we 
don’t like the direction the political 
landscape is taking us, in fact, we 
should be doing the exact opposite.  
When our economy is bad and our 
rights are being eroded or taken 
from us on a daily basis, we better 
pay more attention and become 
more active. I understand with the 
constant gridlock certain politicians 
put forth on their agenda it may 
seem a hopeless exercise. We must 
not fall into this trap. While times 
may be tough on the middle class 
and Organized Labor we come to 
a crossroads we can either make 
history or become history, I myself 
will choose to make history. 

Unions and Politics
By Ken Bates, Vice President
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Kids In Poverty
By John Ebeling, Vice President

In the State of Missouri we 
have 163 State Representatives 
and 34 State Senators that are 
supposed to be responsible to 
pass legislation that improves 
the quality of life for All of 
the people they represent, 
including children.

In Missouri we have 236,000 
children that are living in 
poverty.  More than 22 percent 
of all the children in the state 
live in families that make less 
income than the federal poverty 
level, about $22,000 a year for a 
family of four.  If one member 
is lucky enough to have a full 
time, 40 hour job, making $7.35 
an hour, their gross pay will be 
$15,288 before taxes and other 
deductions.

In 2011, the last year for which 
full numbers are available, 
nearly half of the children in our 
great Show-Me State qualified 
for federal free lunch programs.  
This is not just a result of the 
Great Recession, it’s a trend 
that is not only in Missouri 
but across the country.  It is 
not coincidence that the trend 
follows historic shifts in income 
inequality. 

Thanks to public policies 
driven by crony capitalism, 

the rich are getting richer and 
everyone else is treading water 
or in many cases losing ground.

So what did our State Senators 
and Legislators actually do to 
improve the plight of our poor 
kids?  The answer not nearly 
enough.

The one big thing the 
Republican controlled 
Legislature did not pass was the 
Medicaid Expansion that would 
expand eligibility for more 
Missourians to participate in 
the Public Health Care Program 
through the Affordable Care 
Act.  The Republican Party not 
only in Missouri, but across 
the country is determined to do 
everything in their bag of dirty 
tricks to see that the Affordable 
Care Act is a failure, and they 
have no plan to replace it.

So what happened to passing 
legislation that improves the 
quality of life for ALL the 
people you represent, including 
children, the elderly and the 
disabled?

Medicaid Expansion has got 
to be adopted in Missouri in 
2014 and each of us can make it 
happen by keeping the pressure 
on our Legislators.  Make the 
phone calls, write the letters.

The CWA/AT&T 2013 Labor Agreement 
allows any regular full time, non-surplus 

employee who has met time in title requirements 
to express his/her interest in receiving 

a Voluntary Severance Payment.

This can be done by submitting a Voluntary Severance Candidate Process 
request form to your the staffing/placement office at 314-357-6889 or your 

Steward for additional information.

TAKE THE CASH!!

If you are considering leaving or 
retiring from AT&T, consider VSP!
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I thought that this month it would 
be a good idea to review some of the 
actions you would need to take if you 
are in an automobile accident. This is 
an area that I received a lot of calls 
after the snow we received in January. 
While an accident can be a traumatic 
event, it is still important to think of 
what you may need at a later date if 
you have to deal with an insurance 
company or even the other driver.

There are going to be two different 
components of most accidents. The 
physical damage to the vehicle and 
the person. In regard to the vehicle, 
it is important to really look over the 
car and if needed have a qualified 
mechanic check out the car for damage 
that is not always visible.

Sometimes it is clear that the car is 
a total wreck. When that occurs, you 
are likely going to be offered the blue 
book value of the car. While this is not 
a fair amount and will not be enough 
to get another similar vehicle, this is 
pretty much what is going to happen. 
If you have put any money into the 

vehicle, such as new tires etc., you 
may be able to negotiate for a little 
higher amount. You should try and do 
everything you can do to get the car 
fixed and not totaled out.

You are usually better off if that 
occurs. The insurance company is not 
going to want to pay extra to fix the car 
but you can always try and negotiate 
with them.

In regard to any potential injuries, 
you need to be aware that the first 
place any insurance company is going 
to check is the statement you make 
on the police report. Be careful when 
you say that you are fine. Most of the 
time, it takes a few days to feel some 
of the problems. It is better to simply 
say that you feel pretty good at this 
time but you are not sure. The next 
thing you need to do is that as soon 
as you feel any pain or discomfort, 
go to the ER or your doctor’s office to 
have it checked out and documented. 
The closer in time to the event, the 
easier it will be to prove. You are also 
going to be contacted by the insurance 

company of the driver who caused the 
accident. You do not have to give a 
recorded statement. If you do provide 
a statement, tell the adjuster that you 
want a copy. In addition, do not commit 
that you are fine if it is early on in the 
case. You should always mention if 
you have any ache, pain or discomfort. 
The key to proving your case is often 
what you say to the doctor. You need 
to make sure you are clear on why 
you are seeing the doctor. In addition, 
it is important to be consistent in all 
the records from any facility you seek 
treatment for your problems. That 
means the physical therapist or and 
other rehabilitation facility. They will 
write down what you tell them but 
will also take silence as an answer 
that nothing unusual occurred. These 
records are reviewed by the adjuster 
to look for inconsistencies.

If you have specific questions, please 
free to call and ask me.

Michael C. Goldberg, Esq.
1-800-489-2891
Mcgoldberg@sbcglobal.net

Auto Accident Procedures
By Michael C. Goldberg, Attorney

16th Annual Network Services / Communications 
Workers of America Golf Tournament
Supporting United Way  September 14, 2013

The Norman K. Probstein Golf Course at Forest Park 
6141 Lagoon Drive

Entry fee will be $85 per player, which includes Green fees, cart, 
refreshments and lunch.  

Registration begins at 6:30am     
Shotgun Start 7:30 am

Prizes for longest drive and closest to the pin.
Proceeds from special events will be donated to the United Way.

Optional Skins Game
Make checks payable to Damian Vitale

Mail entry form and check to 1010 Pine, Room 1W93
St. Louis, MO 63101

Entry Fees are due by Friday August 23, 2013.

For additional information, contact Damian Vitale at 314.640.8900 or Mike Mehringer at 314.991.0200.
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President’s Report

I would like to take this time 
to thank all of our members who 
support C.OP.E COMMITTEE 
ON POLITICAL EDUCATION. 
We at CWA local 6300 take 
great pride in our legislative 
accomplishments and in 
supporting the legislators who 
follow through when they tell 
us they will stand with labor. 
Without the members donations 
these politicians might never 
be able to run for any positions 
due to the cost. The politicians 
that oppose workers’ rights and 
wages have a lot more financial 
support from corporations, we 
can not compete solely with 
monetary donations; we also 

offer and assist these candidates 
by doing the hard work for them. 
This means going to the streets 
and knocking on doors asking 
our brothers and sisters in the 
labor movement to support these 
candidates or taking the time to 
call people and let them know 
why there votes are so important 
to our cause. It’s as plain as this 
“we the working class” are going 
to outwork the rich corporations 
and millionaires to keep what 
we have fought for year after 
year. We may lose some ground 
but never without a battle. You 
are the ones keeping this going 
by supporting our cause with 
donations of money and time. 

We at local 
6300 are well 
regarded by 
most of the 
politicians in Missouri and 
federal government positions due 
to the hard work of our legislative 
committee and our members 
commitment of support AGAIN 
THANK YOU. Now as always 
we will be phone banking and 
door knocking for some of these 
candidates soon. Please contact 
the legislative committee or local 
if you can help. It is up to us to 
get the right candidates in office 
then it is up to the candidates to 
follow through on their promises 
made. 

Thank You! Lets Keep it Going!
By Mike Mehringer, President 

Cope Awards

Triple Members

Platinum Members

Gold Members

Left: Liddia Saare Daughter 
of Member Michael Lewis 
receiving Scholarship Award 
with Cassie Lewis
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AT&T Mobility Corner
By Jeff Spraul, Vice President

We have been trying to speak with as many Members, in person, as possible regarding the changes 
announced June 27, 2013 by AT&T Mobility for the Finance Representative job title.  It was an unexpected 
announcement by the Company regarding changes to their “Business Model”.  I want to make sure to 
emphasize that the Company has not made an official Surplus Announcement as of yet.  The contractual 
language in Article 14 (page 20) is not yet in effect.  The Company has only, as of now, let everyone know 
what will be happening over the next few months.  

Several Members have indicated that they are interested in continuing forward with AT&T in a different 
job title.  Since we know the Company intends to take the Finance Representatives out of the stores, then 
we need to make plans right away.  The way to look for open positions at AT&T is as follows (please do not 
do this during time you are supposed to be working):

1. Go to HR OneStop 
2. Select your Career Matters 
3. Select Career Opportunities 
4. Select non-management (obviously choose Management if that is something you want to explore )
5. Scroll down the page and select Mobility icon. If you are interested in wireline, then                       select 

Southwest.  On the left side of the page is a selection for National Transfer Plan.  That allows movement 
between AT&T Mobility and wireline                                  

We want to emphasize the need to start making plans right away.  If you are going to continue with AT&T, 
then it is important to get started looking for other positions.  The Company has told CWA that they will 
waive time and title restrictions in this situation.  They will not waive the necessity to pass any applicable 
testing for a new position. There will be no severance payment at this time since a Surplus has not been 
announced.  If you need information regarding benefits, then please contact:

AT&T HR OneStop at 877 722-0020
They can answer questions regarding medical benefits, life insurance, 401K , etc..
Please feel free to call me anytime at 314.991.0200, ext. 245) or at 314.225.7434.  This is a uncertain time 

for everyone directly involved.  We will continue trying to speak with everyone, in person, in your store.  

Presidents Level

Cope Awards
Continous Service Awards

  

Kaitlyn Russell daughter of 
member Dan Russell Receiving 
Scholarship Award 

David Branz   60yrs

Alice Tanner     25yrs 
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Next Meetings:
August 21

September 25

August 2013

In Sympathy
Theresa McCrary Retiree
Frank Tiff Retiree

Members’ Losses
Gregory Ketts Mother
KatherineAyers Sister
Michael Bock Mother
Verna Edwards Sister
Littlekita Holmes Uncle
Mark Johnson Mother
Matavis Madden Grandfather
Mark McDonald Daughter
Carolina Rodriguez Aunt
Daniel Selke Wife
Abralyn Smith Grandfather

Retiring
Richard Shaw 04/08/13
Denise Brannon 06/29/13
Brent Faircloth 06/29/13
Richard Tyas 07/12/13
Elizabeth Ronshausen 07/15/13

facebook.com/cwa6300

4 Man Scramble
$70 Per Person

Every Paid Golfer Receives
A Gift Certificate

For Free Round Of Golf

CWA Community Services 
 Golf Tournament

Emerald Greens
12385 Larimore Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63138

September  21
1pm Shotgun Start

Longest Drive, Closest to the Pin, & 
Attendance Prizes

No Jeans Allowed
Dinner & All Beverages Included: 

Beer, Soda, Water

Get Well Soon!
Richard Nacke  

September General 
Membership meeting has 

been moved to Wednesday 
September 25th at 7pm. 

What are Weingarten Rights?
Employees have the right to Union 

representation when they feel an 
investigatory meeting is to take place.

An investigatory meeting occurs when 
a supervisor questions an employee 
to use information against them in 
discipline or for an employee to defend 
certain conduct. This does not include 
normal day-to-day conversations 
with management or discussions with 
productivity.
Note: The Company will not advise the
employee of their “Weingarten Rights”

Weingarten Rules:
Rule 1: The employee must make a
clear request for Union representation before 
or during the meeting. The employee cannot 
be punished for making this request.
Rule 2: After the employee makes their 
request, the company has three options:
 1. Grant the request and delay 
questioning until the Union representative 
arrives and has a chance to consult privately 
with the employee. 
 2. Deny the request and end the meeting 
immediately.
 3. Give the employee a choice of having 
the interview without Union representation or 
end the meeting.
Rule 3: If the company denies the request 
for Union representation, and continues to 
ask questions, it commits an unfair labor 
practice and the employee has a right to 
refuse to answer. The company may not 
discipline the employee for such a refusal.

Clip-out this handy card and 
keep it with you. You never 
know when you might need 

it.
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Retirees Meeting July 8, 2013

The meeting was called 
to order by President Bob 
Huss. Bob said a prayer and 
led everyone in the Pledge 

of Allegiance to our flag. He 
asked everyone to remain 
standing for a moment to 
of silence to honor deceased 
Members Gene Lancaster, 
Alice Syberg and Frank Tiff. 

Nancy Jinkerson 
announced the lunch menu 
for the meeting and read the 
minutes of the June meeting. 
Motion was made, seconded 
and passed to approve the 
minutes.

Nellie Girouard read the 
Treasurer’s report. A motion 
was made, seconded and 
passed to approve the report.

Earline Jones gave the 
Vice President’s report. She 
discussed Medicare and how 
it is being threatened by 
those who would make cuts 
and changes. The Alliance for 
Retired Americans is working 
to support programs that 
will lower health care costs 
for seniors without cutting 
Medicare and Social Security. 

Bob Huss expanded on 
what Earline said and shared 
more thoughts about issues 

affecting retirees and seniors.
The CWA Picnic will be 

August 10th  from 11am to 5pm. 
There will be fried chicken 
from Hodaks,hamburgers, 
hot dogs, beer and soda. The 
Labor Day parade will be on 
Labor Day. Hot dogs and soda 
will be available afterwards. 
Bob asked for a motion to 
authorize the Chapter to pay 
$50 for registration for the 
parade. Motion was made, 
seconded and passed to 
approve the payment.

There was some discussion 
about how difficult it is to find 
American made products. 
Bob urged everyone to make 
an effort to find them.

The drawing for the monthly 
birthday cake was won by 
Shirley Leahy.

Drawings were held and 
monies were given out as 
prizes. 

Bob told a joke and a motion 
was made, seconded and 
passed to adjourn.

Bingo was played after the 
meeting.

Retirees
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Retirees Meeting July 8, 2013

Retiree Meetings
August 12 

& September 16
Meeting 11:30 / Lunch 12:00

Meeting Location
2258 Grissom Dr.

$12 charge per person. 
Bring a guest but make 

reservations:
Bob Huss - 636-947-4299

BHuss6350@sbcglobal.net
Earline Jones   355-6860

Nellie Girouard
314-739-0317 

Nancy Jinkerson 
314-809-3264

Jim Kolve 
Retired YP SSA and 
CWA EVP

Nellie Girouard
Retired Communications 
Technician; present CWA Retiree 
Treasurer

Ronald Zimmerer
Retired Frameman Chestnut 
frame
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Volunteers are needed. Call David Hoyt at 991-0200

We’ll provide FREE
Hamburgers, Hot Dogs,

Fried Chicken, Soda & Beer

Activities Include:                                     
Playgrounds, Sand Volleyball,                          

Tennis Courts, Horseshoes, Nature Trails, Rollerblade Track,
                    Softball and 3 Swimming Pools 

                     (proper attire required)

11 am - 5:00 pm
Schroeder Park

359 Old Meremec Station Rd.

Greater St. Louis
CWA

City Council

Please, bring a covered dish or dessert.

2013 Labor Day Parade
Monday September 2, 9AM

Visit www.cwa6300.org for more information and line-up location

Greater St. Louis CWA Council will provide hot 
dogs andrefreshments. First 200 participants 

receive a free T-shirt

This year’s theme is 
“ St. Louis Unions Protecting Working Families” 

We Invite all CWA Members and Family to walk with us 

in the   Labor Day Parade, Downtown St. Louis 


